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I. INTRODUCTIOPI 
The Floquet theorem [4] states that for the linear system 
x’ = A(t)x, fE(-a, co) (’ = d/dt), (1) 
where x is an n-dimensional column vector, A(t) is an n x ?z matrix whose 
entries are piecewise continuous functions for all t, if there exists 7 > 0 
such that 
A(t -t T) = A(f) (2) 
for all t, then there exists a nonsingular matrix C such that, for all t, the 
following equality is valid: 
@(f + T) = @(t)C, (3) 
where Q(t) is any fundamental matrix of system (1). From equality (3), 
it follows that there exists a matrix P(t) and a constant matrix R such that, 
for all t, 
CD(t) = P(t)P, P(t + T) = P(t). (4) 
From this last equality, stability results for system (1) can be obtained. 
Hale [5] has looked at the problem of determining those values of X for 
which the fundamental matrices of the system 
can be written in the form (4). More recently, Burton and Muldowney [3] 
have extended the class of matrices A(t) of system (1) for which a type of 
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Floquet theorem holds, yielding stability results again, whereas Jakubovich 
[6] has obtained a converse theorem for systems for which a type of Floquet 
theorem holds. 
In the present paper we extend the class of matrices s(t) of system (I) 
in a different manner. We will be interested in those systems for which a 
theorem that is almost of Floquet type holds, the main purpose of which 
is to again obtain stability and instability criteria. In so doing, we will extend 
some indirect results of Morozov [7] to more general systems. 
In the next section we will define an almost Floquet system and discuss 
some of its properties. In the section following we will derive sufficiency 
conditions for a system to be almost Floquet and in subsequent sections 
we will discuss some specialized systems which arc almost Floquet. 
II. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES 
In what follows, we will consider t as variable and T as fixed. Further, 
’ will always denote djdt. For the sake of definiteness we will take G(t) to 
be that fundamental matrix of system (1) for which @i(O) = I (I is the 
identity matrix). 
DEFINITION 1. Let li, V be n x n matrices. Then [U, V] = UV - VU. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ,4(t) be the matrix obtained from system (1). Let 
B(t, 7) = /l(t + T) - iz(t). We shall say that system (I) is an almost Floquet 
system (AFS) in case 3r > 0 3 [B(t, r), D(t)] = 0 for all t. 
THEOREM I. Let system (I) be an AFS. Let Y(t, T) be that fundamental 
matrix of the system 
y’ --_ B(t, ‘)Y (5) 
such that !P(O, T) = I. Then G(t) satisfies the following functional relation 
for all t: 
qt -I-- T) = Q(t) Y(t, T) CD(T). (6) 
Proof. Define Y(t, V-) = @--l(t) @(t + T). We compute 
Y’(t, 7) =z (C--‘(t))’ qt + T) $ Q-“(t) @‘(t + ?-) 
= cl-l(t)(A(t + T) - A(t)) @(t + T) = @-l(t) B(t, T) CD(t) Y(t, 7). 
Hence because system (1) is an AFS, Y(t, 7) is a solution of Eq. (5). Further, 
using the fact that Y(0, T) = @P(T), relation (6) follows from the definition 
of Y(t, 7). 
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COROLLARY 1. If B(t, T) E 0, the Floquet theorem holds. 
Theorem 1 may be used to obtain stability results for system (1) in case 
the appropriate information is obtainable for system (5) (see Sections IV 
and V of this paper). In this respect, a useful extension of relation (6) is 
COROLLARY 2. Let it be true that in addition to (1) being an AFS, for all t, 
[Q(T), B(t, T)] = 0, then 
[ 
m-1 
qt + m) = @(t) n Yqt + IT, 7) 
l=O 1 @D(T))““. (7) 
Proof. Consider 
[o(T), y(t, T)]’ = @(T) Y’(t, T) - Y’(t, T) @(T) = B(t, T)[@(T), Y(t, T)]. 
Hence [Q(T), Y(t, T)] satisfies a linear equation subject to the initial condition 
that it is zero (since Y(0, T) = I). Hence [CD(T), Y(t, T)] z 0. The corollary 
now follows by induction. 
We now discuss under what circumstances a relation analogous to (4), 
may be obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Let system (1) be an AFS and consequently (6) hold. Let the 
matrix P(t) and the constant matrix R be defined by 
1 
R = ; log Q(T), P(t) = @(t)eeRt. 
Further, let for all t, [R, B(t, T)] = 0. Then 
CD(t) = P(t)eRt, P(t + T) = P(t) y(t, T). 
Proof. First consider 
(8) 
[R, Y(t, T)]’ = RY’(t, T) - Y’(t, T)R = B(t, T)[R, Y(t, T)] 
since [R, B(t, T)] = 0. Hence [R, Y(t, )] T sa is t’ fi es a linear differential equation 
with the condition that at t = 0, [R, Y(0, T)] = 0 and hence [R, Y(t, T)] E 0. 
Also by the definition of e-Rt, [R, e-Rt] = 0. Now consider 
[Y(t, T), e-Rt]’ = Y’(t, 7).cRt - Y(t, I-) lie-Rt - e--RtY’(t, 7) + ReeR’Y(t, r) 
= (B(t, T) - R)[Y(t, T), eMRt] 
from the above. Hence, as before, [Y(t, T), eeR*] satisfies a linear differential 
equation with initial value zero and so is identically zero. 
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Now consider P(t $ T) -L @(t -t r)e R(i ‘) ‘b(t) Y(t, 7) Q(T) P R;e ‘f’ 
Q(f) Y(f, T)e-~Rt =: Q(f) e RtY(t, T) ~~ P(t) yt. Tj. ‘l’his completes the proaf 
of the theorem. 
1V0t.C From the definition and the properties proved above, it is cleat 
that 
lli- 1 
P(f $ m7) =- P(t) n Y(r ‘- 17, T). (9) 
, =o 
III. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR AN AFS 
\Ve now prove three theorems giving criteria for system (1) to be an AFS. 
In the next two sections we will discuss several systems which satisfy the 
criteria of the first and second of these theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Let [B(s, T), A(t)] =- 0 for all s, t. 7’hen system (I) is an AFS. 
Proof. Consider 
[B(s, T), Q(t)] =- B(s, T) Q’(t) - B’(t) B(s, 7) A(t)[B(s, 7.), a(t)]. 
Hence, again, [B(s, r), Q(t)] satisfies a linear differential equation with 
initial value zero and hence is identically zero. In particular, therefore, 
[B(t, Q-), Q(t)] = 0 for all f ,  completing the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let B(t, T) he such that for all f, [diB(t, T)/dti, *g(t)] = 0, 
i = 0, I,..., k and that it sati$es a &ear matrix differential equation (or 
scalar equation) of the type 
C,,(t)Z(k’ j- C,(t)Z’“-1’ $ ‘.’ f  C,(t)2 $ PD,(t) 
j- Z’“-l’D,(f) $- .” + m,(f) = F(t), (10) 
where the matrices CJt), D<(t), F(t), i = 0, I,..., k are such that they all 
commute with @p(t), and are su#iciently smooth so that solutions to the initial 
value problem at t = 0 is unique, then system (I ) is an AFS. 
Proof. Define lJ(t, T) = @-l(t) B(t, T) Q(t). Then 
U’(f, T) = (G-‘(t))’ B(t, T) Q(t) -+ Q-‘(t) B’(t, T) Q(t) -+ @p-‘(t) B(t, T) Q’(t) 
= @-l(f)(B’(f, 4 + [B(f, 7), 4t)l> @@I. 
But by our hypothesis, [B(t, 7), ;a(t)] = 0 and hence 
C’(t, T) =~ Q-‘(t) B’(t, T) Q(t). 
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Furthermore, since Q(O) = I, U(0, T) = B(0, T) = A(T) - A(O), and 
U’(0, T) = B’(0, T). Similarly, it may be shown that 
Uci)(t, T) = @-r(t) B@‘(t, T) Q(t) and Uci)(O, T) = W)(O, T), i = 1, 2 )..., R. 
Let the left member of Eq. (10) be denoted L(Z). Then from L(U(t, T)), 
by the commutability hypotheses, we get L( U(t, T)) = @-l(t)L(B(t, 7)) D(t) = 
@-r(t)F(t) @(t) = F(t), and so U(l, T) is a solution of Eq. (10) with the 
same initial conditions as B(t, T), and hence L’(t, T) = B(t, T), proving the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let U(t, T) be as dejned in the previous theorem, and suppose 
that both B(t, T) and U(t, T) are holomorphic functions of t for all t. Further 
suppose that for all t, [diB(t, T)/dti, A(t)] = 0, i = 0, I, 2,... . Then system 
(1) is an AFS. 
Proof. By the proof of the last theorem and induction it is easy to show 
that for ah i, Ufi)(t, T) = @-l(t) Bcil(t, T) Q(t), W)(O, T) = B(i’(O, T). Hence 
U(t, 7) and B(t, T) are both holomorphic matrices with the same Taylor 
series expansions and so must be identical, proving the theorem. 
IV. B(t, 7) -= const 
We now consider the special case where B(t, T) = B, , a constant in t. 
We will assume that for all t. 
[B, , A(t)] = 0. (11) 
This condition is sufficient to guarantee that system (I) is an AFS by either 
Theorem 3 or 4 (the differential equation of Theorem 4 is Z’ =-= 0). Hence 
for this system, since Y(t, T) = eBot, 
@(t + T) = @(t) eBut@(T). (12) 
Further, since the hypotheses of Corollary 2 are satisfied, writing eR7 for 
Q(T), we get 
qt + mT) = ,qt) eBi,(mt+ lh-l)deRm. 
03) 
From expression (13) the following stability criteria may be obtained. 
THEOREM 6. (a) If the eigenvalues of B, Jzave negative real part, then 
the null solution of (1) is asymptotically stable. 
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(b) If  any eigenvalues of B, have positive real part or rf any eigenvalues 
of B, have zero real part with the corresponding Jordan blocks in the JCF 
of B, containing “1 ‘s” in the superdiagonal, then the null solution of (I) t’s 
unstable. 
(c) If the eigenvalues of B, are all nonpositive, with those having zero 
real part possess simple elementary divisors (the corresponding Jordan blocks 
are diagonal), then the stability or instability of (1) depends on the eigenvalues 
of R in the usual way (c.f., [I], [4], and [5]). 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the following well- 
known remarks utilizing the known methods for the case of A(t) periodic, 
6.f. [41, [51). 
Remark 1. Let A be a matrix. Then there exists constants K > 0 and v  
such that Ij eAt (i < KeUt and, moreover, if the real parts of the eigenvalues 
of A are all negative, then u may be chosen to be negative, whereas if the 
eigenvalues of A all have nonpositive real parts, with those eigenvalues 
having zero real parts possessing simple elementary divisors, then o may 
be chosen to be zero. 
We now state and prove a theorem concerning perturbed linear systems. 
THEOREM 7. Let system (I) be an AFS with B(t, T) = Bo . Let the integers 
m(t) and Z(s) be such that t = t, + mT, s = so + IT, where 0 S; t, , so < r. 
Let the eigenvalues of B, have negative real parts. Let KI > 0, K, > 0, 
q < 0, o2 < 0 be such that 11 eeOl// < KIevIt, jl e-Bat (1 < K2e”2f, and let 
a0 = max(o, , q,). Further let K > 0, o be such that Ij eRt 1) < Keut. Then 
the system 
x’ := (A(t) + D(t))w (14) 
is assymptotically stable provided 
I m 11 D(s)/1 exp{2u,l(s)s $- o,l(s)(l(s) - 1)~) ds < $-GO. 0 
Proof. Let MI = maxgGtTT /) D(t)11 and M, = maxo,ctG7 il @-‘(t)ll. By the 
variation of parameters formula, we can write the general solution to (14) as 
x(t) = @(t)[ -+ Q(t) 11 @-l(s) D(s) x(s) ds, 
where 5 is an arbitrary constant vector. Hence 
II W < II Wll I! t II + jl II @(t> @-‘(4ll II WI II 4s)ll ds. (15) 
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Consider Q(t) @-l(s). S ince Q(t) = @(t, + mu), @p(s) = @(so + IT), then by 
(131, 
@(t) @-l(s) = @(to) e B~~mt+~m~m-1~~~~R~n'-1~T~-B,~~S+~z~z-1~'~dj-1 (so). 
Hence we get 
II Q(t) @-WI 
-c MIKl exp(a,(mt + +m(nz - 1)~)) . K exp{o(m - 1)~) -.Q 
. I& exp(o,(Zs + &Z(Z - l)r)jM, 
< MIM,KIK,K exp(a,(nzt + Is) + ~us(m(nz - I) + Z(Z - 1))7 + u(m - 1)~). 
Substituting in (15) gives 
I( X(t)ll < f?!fl // f // Kl ‘t!Xp{U,(??Zt + ~~Z(WZ - I)T) $- UmT> 
(16) 
Inequality (16) exactly satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma of [3], p. 191 
with 77(t) = &?rK, I/ f  // eXp{a&l i &(~2 - 1)~) i amr), 
G(t, 4 = M,%J?%K II WI 
exp{u,(mt + Is) + +,(m(m - 1) + Z(Z - 1))~ + u(m - Z)T}, 
g(s) = h’lM,K,K,K j/ D(s)11 exp{2u,Z(s)s + u,Z(s)(Z(s) - 1)~). Hence, by this 
lemma of Gronwall type, 
11 x(t)! < Ml& // 5 // exPbo(mt -t !fm(m - 1)~) -1 um$ 
. exp 
s 
t M,M,K&K /j D(S)\! exp{2u,Z(s)s + uOZ(s)(Z(s) - 1)~) ds 
0 
from which the theorem follows. 
Remark 2. In case we are only given that the solutions to system (I) 
are bounded, we may choose u. = 0, in which case our result reduces to 
Bellman’s result (see [I, p. 411). 
Remark 3. The problem of determining the matrices A(t) which satisfy 
the equation, for given Z3, , 
A(t + T) - ii(t) = B, (17) 
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has been completely solved in [2]. The general solution is 
.4(t) = U(t) + ; B,t q r, (18) 
where n(t) is an arbitrary matrix whose entries are periodic functions of 
period 7 and C is an arbitrary constant matrix. Condition (1 I) reduces to 
[B, , IT(t) + C] = 0. 
We now illustrate the preceding discussion with an example. Let 
where a, p _J 0, p(t + 7) r- p(t). 
Then A(t + T) - A(t) =- 0171 =~ B, . Hence if Re a < 0, the null solution 
of system (1) is asymptotically stable, whereas, if 01 a> 0, the null solution 
is unstable. If  LY = 0, /l(t) is periodic and system (1) falls under the jurisdic- 
tion of the Floquet theorem. 
I-. a(t, T) a polynomial in t. 
Here we consider the case where B(t, T) is of the form 
B(t, 7) = i Biti, (19) 
i=o 
where the Bf, i = 0, I,..., N are constant matrices with respect to t, and 
such that 
[Bi , A(t)] = 0, i = 0, I ,..., N. (20) 
With (19) and (20) satisfied, we may conclude that system (1) is an AFS 
under Theorem 3 or 4. Further, since Theorem 3 holds, then the hypotheses 
of Corollary 2 are satisfied and as before expression (7) is valid, and hence 
we wish to compute #H(t, T). 
Before doing so we define a square matrix A(t) to be functionally com- 
mutative (see [7]) if for all t, s, [.4(t), A(s)] = 0. 
Since (2) holds, then it is also valid with t replaced by t +- 7, and hence 
it must be true for i = 0, I ,..., N that [Bi , B(t, T)] = 0. From this last set 
of relations and the form of B(t, T), it is easy to see that the Bi commute 
pairwise. Hence, since the set of functions {ti}, i = 0, I...., N is linearly 
independent on the real line, we may conclude by Morozov’s theorem [7] 
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that B(t, 7) is functionally commutative, and hence commutes with its 
integral. Therefore, 
Hence, since the Bi commute, substituting in (7) gives 
It is clear that the dominating term for stability purposes will be the term in 
B, , since the coefficient of B, contains a term of the form 
which is a polynomial in 1 of degree X + 2, with the leading coefficient 
positive. Similarly, ignoring B, , the crucial term for stability purposes 
would be the term in B,_, , etc. With these remarks, the following theorem 
is readily verified in a manner similar to Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 8. Let system (I) sati@y (19) and (20). Then the stability of the 
null solution depends on B, exactly as in Theorem 6 with B, replaced by B, . 
In the critical case (case (c)), the stability reverts to depending on B,-, , BY.-2 
in the critical case of the critical case, etc., down to depending on R. 
Remark 4. A theorem similar to Theorem 7 may be proved, extending 
the stability to the perturbed system. However, the condition on D(t) is 
extremely complicated and will not be stated here. 
Remark 5. The general solution to the equation .-l(t + T) - A(t) = 
CE, Biti again may be found by the methods described in [2]. The general 
solution is A(t) = II(t) + CC01 C$, where II(t) is a general periodic 
matrix, C,, is arbitrary, and for i = 1, 2,..., N + 1, the Ci satisfy the 
equations Cz:l (j) +Cj = Bi, i = 0, I,..., N. In addition, the Cj must 
commute with II(t) + C,, . 
Remark 6. If  II(t) in the above remark is identically zero, then by 
Morozov’s theorem [7], A(t) would be functionally commutative, and hence 
Q(t) = exp{Ji A(s) ds). It is clear that the stability criteria then are as 
described in Theorem 8. Hence Theorem 8 may be viewed as extending 
these results to cases where II(t) is an arbitrary periodic matrix which 
commutes with the Ci . The example in the last section illustrates just 
such a situation. 
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